The moment of eureka for the whole world and mankind;
At last a new vocabulary is discovered,
In the sphere of linguistics, a novel ‘lingo’ has been ‘reinvented',
A word, a phrase, a sentence, a jargon, and a concept,
the whole new language has been conversed,
By the will of earthly divine, which meaning is compelling and ‘profound’,
A twenty first century’s resolve, a ground breaking discovery,
a breakthrough from a 'brilliant mind',
By the most powerful man in the planet, he who contemplated,
in deep thought, in Whitehouse confined,
Like a big mammal's inhalation, from down under ‘
a breath of hot air’, engulfing the whole world,
With astronomic speed and momentum, capturing and being captured,
In moments, triumphant the gigantic word has emerged,
Dwarfing everything before and after,
it resides and hides high above in our imagination saddled,
Since the man Himself, the 'X-president' of US, George W. Bush has 'coined' the word;
'Terrorism' is being ‘utterly uttered’, branded and rebranded echoing throughout the world;
Albeit tragically or conveniently, George himself forgot after all what it meant, as he did,
But ‘his better half’, from Pentagon took the liberty,
helping himself, muttered, mumbled and entangled,
Freeing the idea and us all, from ignorance shading light on the access of evil,
from darken and dinged world;
The enlighten man, enlightening us, a missionary and a visionary of the decade;
The right and the wise man, the co-author, and 'co-founder' the 'General' Rumsfeld;
At his best performing an 'oral act' of 'word cannibalising word,
Lecturing the new world order; the philosophy and the scientific theory explained,
In ritual, in style, in context ‘the magic’, ‘the sacred word’,
he who scrutinised and unrevealed,
In its philological simplicity, the word terrorism,
terrorising itself in action defined and redefined,
Depicting, as he did, in his linguistic metaphor,
a word committing an act of suicide inside his mouth, quoted.
"…..We know what we don't know that we do know that we don't know….” dud;
There lies, the black hole, the origin of the word, the beginning and the end;
Then it changes, changing everything ' us and them' the whole world;
Evolving, revolving and revolting the sole the body and the mind;
Governing the ungovernable, a diplomatic and political mantra a vowel word;
A universal language, 'War on terror ' embellished and embroidered as a global accord;
A virtual hub, multidimensional alliances inaugurated,
cemented by ‘terrorism’, the sole-less and callous 'word’,

Remains to date, the most abused, misused and abusive word, Terrorism on record;
Continues, the saga, being 'catchy, punchy, trendy, magic and tragic episode,
A fluid commodity, a global currency, instant transaction, Terrorism as legal fraud',
Loved, adopted, demanded, imported, exported and legislated,
Condoned by the global elites of the world, a means to an end,
Driven by sheer power, self-charging, self-actualising commandment of command,

By the likes of Saddam, Gadhafi, Mubarak, Zenawi, Al Shabab, Al-Qaida, Boko Haram or Muja-hid,

Each for their own end and detriment, stubbornly consumed by their malicious call and deed,
A political license, to love, to hate, to jail, torture and to kill,
Terrorism has been a joker card, to play in hand,
It is an addictive, expensive, explosive and the most divisive word, ever being uttered,
Resonating around us, in all languages, costing us everything
that we have ever owned' and needed,
Freedom, peace, democracy, life and all, which we all treasure, are endangered,
We shall denounce, not to pronounce, the so-called, ‘terrorism’
is just destructive and un wordy word,
An equivalent of 'Hiroshima bomb', a single shot of ‘hot air, at large, very dangerous 'WMD',
By George! When the word ‘terrorism’ is coined, aren’t we all doomed?
By 'anti-terrorism' mantra, when state sponsored ‘terrorism is legalised,’

This is dedicated to the Ethiopian national and international heroes of
outstanding journalists, bloggers, inspirational political leaders,
human right activists and prisoners of consciousness, to mention some;
 Eskinder Nega,
 Andualem Arage,
 Reeyot Alemu,
 Woubshet Taye,
 Abubaker Ahmed,
 Bekele Gerba, ...,
Who are the victims of state sponsored terrorism by the Ethiopian
apartheid style ethnocentric regime and to the wider 80 million
Ethiopians who are in the wider prison subject of most brutal
dictatorship, systematic ethnic cleansing and torture.
 Rise up! Rise up!, Rise up!
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